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1. Introduction. In Euclidean w-space 7?" let L„iE) be the Lebesgue

M-dimensional outer measure of the set E<Z.Rn. The closed sphere

with center at a point x£i?" and radius r>0 will be denoted by

C(x, r). If E is an Z,n-measurable set in Rn then it is well known that

Ln[E C\ C(x, r)]
(1) lim —- = 0 for L„-a.e. x £ QE,

r-0 rn

where QE is the complement of the set E.

A well known generalization of the above result is that if E is an

LVmeasurable set in Rn then

r[Er\c(x,r)]
(2) lim-= 0 or oo  for LVa.e. x £ QE,

r^o rn

if r is a Caratheodory outer measure in R", i.e., r(£) is defined for

all sets EQRn such that O^r(£)^co and satisfies the following

conditions.

(i) T(0) =0 where 0 is the empty set.

(ii) TiEi)^TiE2) UEiCE2.
(iii)  If Ei, E2, ■ ■ • , is a sequence of sets then r(U, Et) ^ 2» !"(£<).

(iv) If the distance between two sets Ei, E2 is positive then

TiEiKJE2)=TiEi)+TiE2).

It is the purpose of this note to generalize the result in (2) as fol-

lows. A set function ^ defined for all sets ECLRn such that O^^CE)

^ oo and satisfying the above conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) will be

called simply an outer measure. In §2 we show that if S^ is an outer

measure in Rn and E is an L„-measurable set in Rn then

*[£nc(j,r)]
(3) lim sup-=0 or  co  for Zn-a.e. x £ QE.

r^o rn

The fact that the limit superior cannot be replaced by the limit in

(3) is shown by an example in §4. In §3 we show that the result in

(3) can be used to derive the result in (2).

While the results stated here are adequate for application to some
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recent work of the writers in surface area theory, some further gen-

eralizations will be discussed in a later more comprehensive paper.

2. Outer measures. For an outer measure ^ in P" we set

i ty\C(x  r)\ \
(1) P*(*) =  \x | x E Rn, lim sup —-— < oo J. .

{ r-*o r" )

Lemma 1. // 1F is an outer measure in R" then for every pair of real

numbers a, b satisfying 0 <a < «>, 0 <b < <x> the set

D(a, b) =  [x\ x E Rn, *[C(x, r)) g brnfor 0 < r < a}

is a closed set and

(2) P*(*) = U   U D(l/i,j).
»—i j—i

Proof. Let XiED(a, b), * = 1, 2, • • • , be a sequence of points

such that lim.-^oo Xj = x0. For 0<r<a let r' be a number satisfying

0<r<r'<a. For i sufficiently large C(x0, r)EC(xi, r') and for this i

(3) *[C(*0j r)] = ¥[C(*«, r')] = 6(r')n.

Since (3) holds for all r' such that 0<r<r'<a it follows that

¥[C(x0, r)]^brn for 0<r<a. Thus x0ED(a, 6) and D(a, b) is a

closed set. The relation (2) is easily verified.

Lemma 2. Let ^f be an outer measure in R" and let F be a closed set

in Rnfor which there exist constants K, S satisfying 0<P<<»,0<5<<»

such that

(4) *[C(x, r)\ g Kr" for 0 <r < S and C(x, r)f\F 9^ 0.

Then

*[efnc(j,r)]
(5) lim- = 0 for Ln-a.e. x E F.

r-+o r"

Proof. Set 0 = CP Take a point xEF and a number r such that

0<r<5/5. For yEQC\C(x, r) let r„ be 1/2 the distance from y to P

Then

(6) C(y, r„) EOnC(x, 2r),

(7) C(y, 5ry) H F * 0,        5ry < 5r < 5,

(8) 0 r\ C(x, r)CU C(y, rv) for y E 6 H C(*, r).

From (8) it follows by a result of A. P. Morse  [l, Theorem 3.5]
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(numbers in square brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of

this paper) that there is a countable disjoint sequence of these

spheres Ciyu r{), C(y2, r2), • • • , ri = rVi, such that

(9) 6 C\ C(x, r) C U C(yi, Srt).
i

From (9) it follows that

(io) *[e r\ dx, r)] ^ £ *[c(y<, Sn)].
i

From (7) and (4) it follows that

r 1        „    „     5nKLn[Ciyi, n)]

(11) *[C(yit 5*)] ^5Kn^-'  \ '
a(»)

where a(w) is the L„-measure of the unit w-sphere in Rn. Since the

spheres C(yi, n), C(j2, r2), • • • , are disjoint, from (6)

(12) Z Ln[Ciyi, n)] g Ln[6 n C(x, 2r)].
i

From (10), (11) and (12) we have

¥[© n C(x, r)]      io»js: £„[<9 P\ C(x, 20]

r" =   a(») (2/-)"

Since the limit for r—>0 of the right side of (13) is 0 for Z,„-a.e. x£F

the same holds for the left side of (13). Thus (5) holds.

Lemma 3. Let ^ be an outer measure in R" and let EQD*^) be an

Ln-measurable set. Then

*[eEC\C(x, r)]
(14) lim-= 0 for Ln-a.e. x £ E.

*—>o rn

Proof. Since E is Immeasurable it is the union of a countable num-

ber of closed sets and a set of L„-measure zero. Hence, to prove (14)

it is sufficient to assume that E is a closed set. By Lemma 1 for

Fij=Er\Di\/i,j), i,j — l, 2, • • • , Fa is a closed set and

(15) E = U   U Ffj.
i-i y-i

Set 8 = 1/2*, K = 2"j. If 0<r<5 and Ciy, r)r\Ftj^0 then for
x£C(y, r)r\Fij we have Ciy, r)CC(x, Ir). Thus

v[Ciy, r)] g v[C(x, 2r)] g 2»jr» = Krn.
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By Lemma 2 it follows that

y[eFij r\ c(x, r)\
lim- = 0 for L„-a.e. x E Fij.
r-0 rn

Since *[6£nC(x, r)] ^^[e^D^x, r)] we have

t[e£nc(i,f)]
(16) lim-= 0 for L„-a.e. x E Py-

r-»0 rn

Since the right side of (15) is a countable union of sets, (14) follows

from (15) and (16).

Theorem 1. Let ^ be an outer measure in Rn and let E0 be an Ln-

measurable set in Rn. Then

*[Eor\C(x,r)]
(17) lim sup- = 0 or  oo for L„-a.e. x E &E0.

7—o rn

Proof. Set **(£) =^(£Pi£0). It is easily verified that ^* is an

outer measure. Then

\£*[C(:r  r)]
(18) lim sup- =oo   for x E GE0 - D*(V*)

i—o rn

and, since eE0C\D*(>F*) is an immeasurable set, by Lemma 3

<j/*\Eor\ C(x r)]
(19) lim —--^—- = 0 for L„-a.e. x E P*(**) C\ QEa.

*—o rn

Since V*[C(x, r)] =**[E0r\C(x, r)]=V[E0r\C(x, r)], (17) follows

from (18) and (19).

3. Caratheodory outer measures.

Lemma 4. Let T be a Caratheodory outer measure in Rn and let

EERn be such that T(E) < oo. Then for

(   - T[Er\C(x,r)] )
G = < x \ x E Rn, lim sup-= co V

(. ,—o rn )

we have Ln(G) =0.

Proof. For a positive integer k let fJ be the family of closed spheres

C(x, r) such that T [E(~\C(x, r) ] >krn. Then fj covers G in the sense of

Vitali. Thus there is a disjoint countable sequence of them C(x,, rt),

i = 1, 2, • • ■ , such that
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Ln \g - U C(xit r,)l = 0.

Hence

(1) Ln(G) g TlLn[C(xi,ri)]=a(n)J2ri^^-1Z^[Er^C(xi,ri)]
i i & i

where ct(n) is the L„-measure of the unit re-sphere in P". Since the

C(xi, ri), C(x2, r2), • • • , are disjoint T-measurable sets, by Saks

[2, Theorem 4.6]

(2) £ t[e r\ c(Xi, rt)] = rTpn ( U c(Xi, n)X\ g r(£).

From (1) and (2) we have

a(n)
(3) Ln(G) g -Y- T(E).

k

Since T(E) < x> and (3) holds for every positive integer k, it follows

that Ln(G)=0.

Theorem 2. Let V be a Caratheodory outer measure in R" and let E

be an Ln-measurable set in Rn such that T(E) < oo. Then

T[Er\C(x,r)]
(4) lim- = 0 for L„-a.e. x E QE.

r->0 rn

Proof. By Theorem 1

Y[Er\C(x,r)}
(5) lim sup-= 0 or  =o  for L„-a.e. x E &E.

r->0 rn

By Lemma 4, since T(E) < oo,

r[Enc(x,r)]
(6) lim sup- < co for L„-a.e. x E CP.

r->0 rn

(4) then follows from (5) and (6).

Theorem 3. Let Y be a Caratheodory outer measure in Pn, let E be

an Ln-measurable set in Rn and let

H = {x\xERn, T[Er\C(x, r)] = oo for all r > 0}.

Then
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T[Er\Cix,r)]
(7) lim —- = 0 for Ln-a.e. x £ eH H QE

r-K> r"

and

T[E r\ C(x, r)}
(8) lim —-=  oo for xE H C\ QE.

r^O r"

Proof. (8) follows immediately from the definition of H. It follows

readily that H is a closed set. Let i£(x, r) be the open sphere with

center at x and radius r>0. For each x£ei7 there is an rx such that

K{x, rx)CQH and T[El^Kix, ra:)]<oo. Thus there is a countable

number of open spheres K~ixi, r{), Kix2, r2), ■ ■ ■ , such that

(9) QH = U K(xi, n), T[E Pi K(xi, r,)] < oo,   i = 1, 2, • • • .
i

Since T[Er\C(x, r)]=T[EC\Cix, r)r\KiXi, n)] for x£A:(x<, r<) and

r sufficiently small and T [£H A"(x«, r.) ] < oo it follows from Theorem 2

that for * = 1, 2, • • • ,

r f£ n C(x r) 1
(10) lim —-:-= 0 for Ln-a.e. x £ K(xit r.) C\ QE.

r^o r"

(7) now follows from (9) and (10).

It should be noted that if V is locally finite then H = 0 and the

result in the above Theorem 3 is entirely analogous to the result for

Lebesgue measure Ln noted in (1) of the introduction.

4. An example. We now give an example to show that the limit

superior in Theorem 1 cannot be replaced by the limit. On the closed

interval 7:0^x^1 of i?1 let F be a nowhere dense closed set of

positive Li-measure. For two sets Ei, E2 in /

d(£i, E2) = gr.l.b.  | Xi — x21   for Xi £ Ei, x2 £ E2.

Since F is nowhere dense, for each positive integer k there is a set Fk

consisting of a finite number of points in I—F such that

d(x, Fk) < 1/k for x £ F.

Let ki<k2< ■ ■ ■   be a sequence of positive integers satisfying

(1) \/ki < diF, Fii_1)/2 < \/2kt-i.

We first show that for x£F

( = 0       for j < i,
(2) C(x, \/K)r\Fkj\ J° \ ,'

{^0        for j g t.
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For JO, d(x, Fk,)^d(F, Fkj)^2/ki and C(x, \/k,)(^Fkj = 0. For
j^i, d(x, Fk,)<l/kj^\/ki and C(x, \/kx)r\Fkj^0.

For PCP'set

*,(£) = {0    "«*.-*.

and

*(£) = !>/(£)•
j-i

It is easily verified that ^(P) is an outer measure. Set P0 = Uf1i ^V

By (2) and (1) for xEF and rt=\/ki,

n      ^[E0r\C(x,ri)]      2rt
1 = — S —-—^—— g - = 2.

r* r< r<

Since ri—>0 for t—»°° ,

(3) lim inf —-—^ g 2 for x E F,
r->0 r

*[E0r\C(x, r)]
(4) lim sup- ^ 1 for x E F.

7—»o r

By (4) and Theorem 1, since FEGEo,

*[Eo r\ C(x, r)]
(5) lim sup-= oo  for Li-a.e. x E P

r->o r

By (3) and (5) the limit does not exist for Lr-a.e. xEF, FEQEo and

Li(F)>0.
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